Upcoming Faculty Development Events

**Faculty Showcase 3.3**  
Ruth Leitman, Cinema and Television Arts  
Michelle Rafacz, Science and Mathematics  
Wednesday, March 20, 2019  
5-6:30 p.m., reception to follow  
600 S. Michigan Ave.  
101 Ferguson Hall

**Faculty Showcase 3.4**  
Susan Kerns, Cinema and Television Arts  
Aviya Kushner, English and Creative Writing  
Wednesday, April 24, 2019  
5-6:30 p.m., reception to follow  
600 S. Michigan Ave.  
101 Ferguson Ave.

**Faculty Development Conference**  
May 20-22, 2019  
Registration begins in March

colum.edu/facultydevelopment
Welcome to the third annual Publication Celebration.

It’s only the third year for this event, and the Publication Celebration seems to have come into its own. Faculty anticipated the announcement for submission, on multiple occasions letting us know of future work and being already excited about submitting next year.

With well over one hundred works, representing most departments, across all three of our schools, the Publication Celebration continues to reflect the ways we are a faculty of scholars, artists, and practitioners writing, photographing, designing, illustrating, and editing in and across multiple genres.

We are so glad to have these submissions and to be able to showcase the incredible breadth and range of creative and scholarly work. Presenting the publications in alphabetical order by author always allows for interesting juxtapositions and opportunities to consider how we, collectively, make an impact in so many creative and scholarly realms. For example, how do we think about and negotiate the intellectual and experiential space/s between mathematics and poetry? What kinds of ideas might emerge in bringing into proximity queering game development and documentary filmmaking with Arab and Jewish teachers in Israel? How do we reconsider aesthetic openings framed by Chicago art deco and the Woodward’s Studios in Chicago?

As always, The Library remains a crucial collaborator in this event. A special thanks must be extended to Tyler Roeger, Dennis McGuire, Jen Sauzer, and Ronni Oczowski. They are the team that aggregates and maintains the bibliography, creates the catalogue, obtains the materials, and provides and sets up the iPads. If you see any of them around, please do thank them for their work. And, let the authors know when you have looked and at appreciate their publications. It’s always nice to be acknowledged—sometimes especially when we so love our work!

Ames Hawkins, Ph.D.
Associate Provost for Faculty Research and Development
Columbia College Chicago
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